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ABSTRACT 
This study offers an impartial roadmap for sustainably rebuilding Gaza based on a "Marshall 
Plan" model, coordinated United Nations efforts, and active regional participation, and 
Jordanian leadership. Learning from postwar reconstruction campaigns, the framework 
emphasizes proper governance, transparency, cultural dignity, and regional participation to 
uplift Palestinians' welfare. 

The proposed reconstruction framework incorporating robust governance, transparency 
measures, business continuity planning, risk management protections and targeted AI 
adoption promises to substantially reduce costs and accelerate timelines. 

Specifically, the preliminary $29.93 billion budget over 10-20 years under conventional 
rebuilding approaches could potentially shrink to around $22.7 billion over just 5-7 years by 
leveraging AI optimization efficiencies exceeding 20% cost savings across housing, 
infrastructure, economic and humanitarian programs. 

Essentially, purposeful coordination of reconstruction efforts through governance 
structures upholding accountability, business continuity methods ensuring resilience, risk 
management mitigation, and AI-enhanced productivity promises far faster and cheaper 
achievement of basic revitalization goals compared to typical post-conflict rebuilding. This 
accelerated uplifting of Gazans' welfare and dignity is enabled by thoughtfully blended 
technological, managerial, and financial innovations tailored for the complex localized 
context. 

Jordan's rapport with Palestinians forged through intertwined histories and pragmatic 
regional partnerships provides situated expertise managing relationships and large-scale 
infrastructure projects. This promises effective alignment of global resources while 
encouraging locally owned redevelopment priorities. 

In essence, this roadmap channels proven development practices grounded in advancing 
human security and dignity to escape debilitating conflict cycles. Through interdependent 
global supporters first listening to silenced voices and supplying resources enabling citizens 
to write futures unencumbered by darkness still haunting the present, modest but 
meaningful improvements offer a path forward. Our shared humanity obliges such 
perseverance.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Gaza's unique locale along the Mediterranean belies the extreme isolation, 
underdevelopment and repeating conflict devastating lives for the 2 million predominantly 
Palestinian Arabs residing in this small enclave (Awad & Akram, 2024). Years of blockade 
interspersed with periodic wars leaving bombed out ruins require a new "Marshall Plan" like 
model emphasizing proper governance, transparency, and cultural dignity of Palestinians 
while building bridges for sustained peace among diverse actors (Stevis-Gridneff, 2024). 

This study offers an impartial roadmap focused on the viable rebuilding of Gaza through 
coordinated United Nations and Jordanian efforts rather than partisan politics. Recent 
reports estimate over 24,000 Palestinian casualties in the latest escalation while 70% of 
Gaza's homes face partial or destruction from months of bombing stretching back to 
October 2023 (Smith, 2024; Holmes & Shehada, 2024). Restoring essential infrastructure 
and housing given the widespread decimation could require up to a decade absent 
expedited, large-scale reconstruction initiatives aided by international cooperation and 
oversight. The immense recovery challenges demand urgent action if Gaza stands hopes of 
emerging from the perpetual cycle of violence and hardship inflicted by simmering regional 
tensions. 

This study suggests a model for reconstructing Gaza via implementing a “Marhsall pan” like 
model, with proper governance, transparency, dignity, and cultural respect of Palestinians, 
bridging cultural gaps to sustain peace among different nations. 

This study is not a political one, nor a biased or positioned study to embrace any party, 
alternatively providing a doable roadmap for the future of Gaza and the world. 

Learning from the lessons of failure, building upon cooperation and open-minded 
approaches, this study aims to implement artificial intelligence, proper governance, and 
smooth reconstruction of Gaza for a sustainable future for current and future generations, 
to accelerate a reconstruction process that could help rebuild the strip that hosts 2-2.4 
million in the following two decades. 
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CONCEPT ORIGINS AND COMPLEXITY FOR A 
"MARSHALL PLAN" IN GAZA 
Periodic proposals since the early 2000s from prominent American and European leaders 
for massive “New Marshall Plan” schemes to rebuild Gaza with billions in infrastructure 
often lacked concrete details or political feasibility analysis (Eizenstat, 2003). However, 
revisiting foundational principles behind the post-WWII Marshall Plan’s success rapidly 
rehabilitating Europe by avoiding misery enabling communism still offers lessons for 
modernized Middle East conflict zone interventions respecting cultural differences (George 
C. Marshall Foundation, 2022). Rather than duplicating current Ukrainian refugee aid 
models directly, insights remain in selectively adapting Marshall Plan state restoration and 
economic stimulus tools for conditions facing Gaza after 19 years of blockade and wars 
cutting critical imports, trade, and power flows. 

The Marshall Plan, with total spending equivalent to over $173 billion in current dollars 
(Migeed, 2023), provides a model of successful reconstruction that could be adapted in 
planning efforts to rebuild Gaza. However, important differences exist between post-World 
War II Europe and present-day Gaza that must shape a tailored approach respecting this 
complex context. 

Historically, it took approximately 10 years for the demolished city of Warsaw, Poland to be 
rebuilt to house its population of 1 million residents displaced by the war's devastation. By 
contrast, Gaza today harbors 2 million people crammed into a dense 45 square kilometer 
enclave, with projections estimating continued growth potentially reaching 2.4 million as 
rebuilding progresses over more than a decade. Given Gaza's concentrated poverty and 
instability, efforts face higher hurdles than Warsaw despite far greater modern 
technological capabilities. 

The Marshall Plan benefitted greatly from participating nations' internal stability, functional 
institutions, pools of trained talent, and alignment behind shared recovery visions within a 
cooperative world order overseeing implementation. Sadly, Gaza does not yet have these 
foundations in place for smooth progress or accountability in massive spending pipelines 
worth billions aimed at reviving essential civilian infrastructure and housing. 

Therefore, this proposal puts forward specific governance, transparency, cultural 
sensitivity, advanced IT systems integration, and accountability structures necessary for 
upholding integrity in large-scale reconstruction programs applied to destabilized regions 
like Gaza with complex operational environments. Suggested models encompass 
establishing local advisory councils guiding project decisions respecting cultural factors, 
robust UN-proven fraud controls tracking all major material and fund flows to contractors, 
and phased artificial intelligence enhancements such as drones, sensors, and blockchain-
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enabled digital payment tracking that improve oversight efficiencies over immense budgets 
and operations. 

Such bespoke measures acknowledging realities through coordinated partnerships 
promise more viable rebuilding success than simply injecting Marshall Plan magnitudes of 
financing alone oblivious of obstacles that have mired improvement attempts for years. 
Only by recognizing unique challenges in an appropriate context can resources and external 
competencies be leveraged for sustainable Gaza redevelopment anchored in participatory 
human security and dignity. The moral arc of history obliges such perseverance no matter 
how difficult the terrain. 

More nuanced analysis highlights that purposefully guaranteeing basic governance 
functionality, infrastructure reliability meeting fundamental needs like electricity, water and 
medical care provides tangible Gaza life improvements amid cyclical fighting benefiting no 
side. This framework grounded in advancing human security opens space for provisional 
external support absent  any suspicious partnerships. Several key Marshall Plan recovery 
campaign principles remain salient starting points for incremental Gaza rebuilding 
initiatives (Ben-Meir, 2021): 

1. Prioritizing infrastructure rehabilitation restoring essential human services builds 
goodwill and stability. 

2. Apolitical development addressing observable living condition deficiencies gains 
participant trust. 

3. Multilateral coordination expands resources and oversight curbs misdirection. 
4. Civil society partnerships sustain sites when interveners transition out. 

In essence, the Marshall Plan’s hallmark of ratcheting targeted, tangible progress free from 
partisanship through coordinated multinational assistance is adaptable for Gaza’s 
complex, charged context. Careful efforts centered on enabling Gazans’ daily life essentials 
could uplift human welfare without conferring political legitimacy. Though devoid of grand 
illusory promises, modest but meaningful improvements grounded in Gazans’ daily reality 
may offer a path forward. 
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A COMPLEX HUMANITARIAN CRISES 
Gaza faces ongoing humanitarian crises stemming from widespread destruction of critical 
infrastructure. As reported by the UN, nearly 600 attacks targeted Gaza's hospitals by 
January 4th, 2024 (UN News, 2024). With much of the healthcare system now nonfunctional, 
poverty, unreliable electricity, water, and medical care afflict the population. On January 
6th, 2024, Jordan facilitated an air drop of foreign aid into Gaza, as reported by Reuters, 
including healthcare supplies from France, avoiding overland delivery amidst conflict on the 
borders. The World Health Organization noted aerial transport prevents further loss of life 
for aid workers attempting ground transit while more rapidly providing lifesaving medical 
materials than relying on precarious land routes through active fighting. As rebuilding efforts 
begin, the initial priority remains on emergency care and food access to address Gaza’s 
immediate needs (Haynes & Hassan, 2024). 

Just like hospitals, UN schools had also been targeted in the October 7th war. 

 
This study proposes establishing designated UN-monitored civilian shelters to protect 
Gaza's population during future conflicts, given the immense damage to homes and 
infrastructure. Expanded purpose-built shelters are urgently needed rather than 
dependence on ad-hoc sites like Al-Shefa hospital, which Israel had previously controlled, 
and no resistance leaders were present, yet was still attacked (Amanpour & Sinnott, 2023), 
having Un-monitored shelters will save lives and ensures compliance to international laws 
accordingly. 
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WHY A MARHSALL PLAN MODEL 
Initially after the second world war, there was optimism about European recovery, but by 1947 
progress had stalled. Coal and steel production remained far below pre-war levels. Agricultural 
production was devastated by the harsh winter, and financial chaos meant much of the harvest was 
not even marketed. This exacerbated critical food shortages that were already threatening Europe. 

In this environment, the Marshall Plan aid played a vital role in several aspects: 

• Restoring financial stability: Inflation and budget deficits were wreaking havoc in European 
economies. Marshall Plan aid helped stabilize budgets and currency values by providing an 
influx of dollars. The requirement to match aid funds also gave the U.S. leverage to pressure 
governments to balance budgets and control inflation. 

• Restoring market economies: After the war there was skepticism of free market policies and 
a turn towards regulation and control. Marshall Plan administrators made it clear that 
embracing competitive markets and intra-European trade was a condition of receiving aid. 
This helped tip the balance away from excessive regulation in postwar European economies. 

• Supporting high investment rates: Recipient countries that got more Marshall Plan aid 
invested more domestically. Estimates suggest each dollar of aid led to 65 cents higher 
production and 35 cents higher investment. This boosted productivity and growth. 

• Building a social contract for stability: Marshall Plan aid reduced the "sacrifices" workers and 
companies had to make to restore financial stability, making it easier to negotiate a "social 
contract" where unions moderated wage demands in return for business investment and 
government spending to maintain employment. This contract provided the stability for two 
decades of rapid postwar growth. 

In essence, the Marshall Plan was less about the absolute dollar amounts involved and more about 
how it pushed European economies in a more market-oriented direction. This set the stage for the 
continent's remarkable prosperity in the 1950s and 60s. 

The Marshall Plan has been invoked as a model for aiding Eastern Europe today. But the situation 
differs in important aspects: less familiarity with markets, weaker support for reform, lack of a 
framework to sustain reforms. Thus, despite Marshall Plan lessons, prudence remains warranted in 
Eastern European assistance programs today. 

The Marshall Plan's lack of consideration for Africa's communal values and traditions was a major 
reason behind its failure on the continent. Rather than build on existing social frameworks, the Plan 
was an imposed solution riding roughshod over indigenous political and cultural realities. This 
heavy-handed approach bred resentment and suspicion, rather than opening channels for genuine 
development. 
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ENHANCING THE MARHSALL PLAN WITH CULTURAL RESPECT, LOCAL 
DIGNITY VIA PROPER GOVERNANCE, AI-POWRED APPROACH, AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT MODEL 
The cultural prerequisites underpinning the Marshall Plan's success in Europe - including 
Protestant beliefs, achievement-based motivations, and economic pragmatism - had no 
equivalence in Africa. Attempting to impose analogous European social structures without 
shared values was wholly unrealistic. Absent these cultural foundations, the Plan rested on 
an unsound base. 

The Marshall Plan failed when applied to Africa because it relied on certain European 
conditions, values, and participation that were not present in Africa. Specifically, the Plan 
assumed a shared framework, cultural unity, and engagement that did not exist across 
these distinct contexts. It represented a top-down model that did not account for local 
contexts, values, and input. For development initiatives to succeed, they cannot utilize a 
one-size-fits-all approach but must elevate locality, context, and indigenous perspectives, 
which in Gazza case should take the cultural differences. 

For a Marshall Plan-style rebuilding and recovery effort to succeed in Gaza, there needs to be 
comprehensive participation from the global community along with consideration of cultural, 
geopolitical, and political dimensions. The multifaceted destruction spanning civil infrastructure, 
housing, cultural sites, and loss of life necessitates a complex, collaborative rebuilding process. This 
study aims to analyze the components needed to effectively implement a long-term redevelopment 
plan for Gaza that addresses more than just the physical demolition but also supports societal, 
economic and political revitalization. A Marshall Plan approach could save lives and livelihoods if 
executed properly with cooperation across various groups and perspectives. The proposed 
participation of Jordan as a facilitator, participant, and leader in such plan implementation will be 
discussed in detail later in this study. 

This study puts forward specialized governance, risk management, transparency, anti-corruption, 
and AI-integrated frameworks that promise expediting sustainable Gaza reconstruction efforts 
compared to previous externally led approaches that struggled with cultural alignment. 

The study also suggests using advanced monitoring and compliance techniques, such as using 
modern unified security intelligence agents\software on all computers within the initiative, such 
implementation would guarantee compliance to all governance frameworks and transparency, such 
as compliance to NIST SP800-53 for the whole operations, HIPPA, PCI-DSS and other industry’ 
specific frameworks. 

Specifically, Warsaw's rebuilding efforts took over 10 years to rehouse 1 million displaced residents 
after near complete demolition in World War II. Gaza today harbors over 2 million residents, with 
projections approaching 2.4 million as families grow amidst rebuilding delays. Earlier analyses 
envisioned reconstruction persisting 10-20 years given immense constraints. 
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However, by incorporating localized participation channels respecting cultural values, digitally 
tracked humanitarian material flows to deter graft, and phased artificial intelligence coordination 
enhancements targeted where global expertise falls short, the proposed multidimensional model 
aims to accelerate reconstruction timeframes by 50-75%. 

Rather than 10-20 years under status quo methods, the hybrid framework aspires to make 5-10 years 
feasible for rehousing most Gazans and restoring essential utilities and services enabling public 
health and economic livelihoods after recent devastations. 

Expediting reconstruction translates directly into saved lives by averting humanitarian crises 
spanning water safety, infectious disease, shelter capacity, and environmental issues from 
infrastructure collapse. Thus, optimized rebuilding efficiency upholds stability required for lasting 
peacebuilding work to begin healing deeper psychic wounds inflicting the community. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR RECONSTRUCTING GAZA WITH AI 
Risk Identification 

• Cultural misalignment risks: Imposing external values without local participation backfires 
(ISO 31000) 

• Operational obstacles: Undetonated ordnance, fragmented politics frustrate progress (NIST 
800-37) 

• Corruption vulnerabilities: Theft of funds and materials enable shadow conflicts (Al-Ghoul 
2021) 

• Environmental factors: Water shortages, energy deficits exacerbate aid reliance (Ayyash 
2024) 

Risk Analysis 

• Model scenarios mapping cascade effects from cultural missteps to donor abandonment 
(Denney 2021) 

• Estimate fraud likelihoods across grant life cycles using forensic accounting methods 
(Rodriguez 2022) 

• Assess infrastructure climate risks using IPCC climate impact projection data (IPCC 2022) 

Risk Evaluation 

• Prioritize localized participation risks with community-led assessments per ISO guidelines 
(ISO 31000) 

• Apply adaptive risk criteria evolving with threat environments facing fragile zones (Patrick 
2022) 

Risk Treatment 

• Local hiring and advisory councils build cultural alignment (Kenny & Musatova 2022) 

• Supply chain transparency controls combat graft using blockchain tracking (Zhu et al. 2019) 

• Infrastructure upgrades designed with sustainability factors improve resilience (Arenas & 
Hindle 2022) 

Risk Monitoring 

• Community-based surveys supplement official reports with ground truth (World Bank 2020) 

• Automated analytics on sentiment, financials inform adaptive responses (UNDAO 2021) 

Risk Reporting 

• Independent watchdog investigations uphold visibility on obstacles (UN-ASG 2022) 

• Dashboards communicate localized risks segmented by district/project (Soliman 2022) 

This framework leverages AI capabilities to continuously identify, evaluate, and mitigate priority risks 
facing sustainable reconstruction in Gaza's complex environment. It balances global expertise with 
participatory localization upholding cultural dignity. 
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ESTIMATED BUDGETS FOR RECONSTRUCTION 
The summarized estimated budget for reconstruction can be listed as: 

• Housing: 
- 200,000 housing units at $41,400 per unit: $8.28 billion 

• Infrastructure: 
- Power Grids 

▪ 3 main power stations at $500 million each: $1.5 billion 
▪ District power distribution systems: $500 million 

• Water Systems 
- 5 desalination plants at $250 million each: $1.25 billion 
- Water distribution network: $250 million 

• Transportation Networks 
- Primary roads rehabilitation: $1 billion 
- Public transit upgrades: $1 billion  

• Telecommunications 
- Cellular network upgrades: $300 million 
- Fiber optic backbone: $200 million 

• Schools 
- 500 schools at $2 million per school: $1 billion 

• Healthcare System 
- 10 hospitals at $150 million each: $1.5 billion 
- 50 clinics at $10 million each: $500 million 

Total Infrastructure: $9 billion 
• Economic Development 

- Special Economic Zones 
- 5 zones at $400 million each: $2 billion 
- SME Support Programs 
- Low-interest loans and grants: $500 million 

• Agricultural Investments  
- Irrigation and equipment: $300 million 
- Training programs: $200 million 

• Vocational Training Programs 
- Capacity building for 200,000 people at $5,000 per person: $1 billion 

Total Economic Development: $4 billion   
• Humanitarian Assistance 

- Emergency Food and Water 
- For 500,000 people at $500 per person annually: $1 billion 
- Medical Support 
- Procurement of medicines and equipment: $500 million 
- Operation of emergency medical facilities: $500 million 
- Direct Cash and Social Service Grants 
- $500 million 

Total Humanitarian Assistance: $3 billion 
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• Governance Capacity Building 
- Public Administration Strengthening 
- Management systems and training: $300 million 
- Local leadership development: $200 million  
- Audit and Oversight Systems 
- Internal control frameworks: $150 million 
- Independent audit programs: $150 million 
- Transparency Databases and Portals 
- Development and rollout costs: $200 million 
- Community Consultation Processes 
- Local coordination committees: $150 million 

Total Governance Capacity: $1.15 billion 
• Operational Costs 

- Logistics and Equipment 
▪ Construction machinery and vehicles: $500 million 
▪ Warehouse and facility costs: $500 million 

- Program Management and Administration 
▪ Planning and oversight: $1 billion 
▪ Local office operations: $1 billion 

- Security Expenses 
▪ Guards, systems, training: $500 million 

- Contingency Funds: 
▪ $1 billion 

Total Operational Costs: $4.5 billion   

Overall Estimate: $29.93 billion over 10-20 years 
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REVISED BUDGET UPON THE PROPER USE OF AI 
Housing 

• 200,000 housing units at $33,120 per unit with AI design optimization: $6.624 billion 

Infrastructure 

• Power Grids 

• AI-optimized grid management systems: $1 billion (33% savings) 

• Predictive maintenance analytics: $300 million (40% savings) 

• Water Systems 

• AI leak detection and prevented maintenance: $750 million (40% savings) 

• Demand forecasting and monitoring automation: $100 million (60% savings) 

• Transportation Networks 

• AI traffic flow optimization: $600 million (40% savings) 

• Self-driving vehicle programs: $200 million (80% savings) 

• Telecommunications 

• Automated outage prediction/prevention: $150 million (50% savings) 

• Schools and Hospitals 

• AI teacher and patient assistance tools: $500 million (50% savings) 

Total Infrastructure: $6.6 billion (27% savings) 

Economic Development 

• Special Economic Zones 

• AI zone planning simulations: $1.5 billion (25% savings) 

• SME Support Programs 

• Automated loan application review: $400 million (20% savings) 

• Agricultural Investments 

• AI crop optimization: $200 million (33% savings) 

• Vocational Training Programs 

• AI-directed personalized learning: $600 million (40% savings) 

Total Economic Development: $2.7 billion (33% savings) 

Humanitarian Assistance 

• Emergency Services 

• Automated supply chain optimization: $1.25 billion (25% savings) 

• Cash Grants 

• Blockchain-based distribution: $750 million (25% savings) 
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Total Humanitarian Assistance: $2 billion (33% savings) 

Governance Capacity Building 

• Public Administration 

• AI document processing workflow: $200 million (40% savings) 

• Oversight Systems 

• Predictive fraud detection algorithms: $100 million (33% savings) 

• Transparency Portals 

• Automated information integration: $100 million (50% savings) 

Total Governance Capacity: $700 million (39% savings) 

Operational Costs 

• Logistics and Equipment 

• Autonomous inventory management: $250 million (50% savings) 

• Program Management 

• AI optimized planning: $1.5 billion (25% savings) 

• Security Expenses 

• Perimeter surveillance automation: $250 million (50% savings) 

Total Operational Costs: $3.5 billion (22% savings) 

Overall Budget with AI: $22.7 billion (24% savings) 

In summary, purposefully incorporated AI solutions could plausibly reduce costs by over 20% while 
accelerating timeframes across major reconstruction initiatives. Overall, purposefully leveraging 
AI's speed advantages could feasibly accelerate total Gaza reconstruction timeframes to 5-7 years 
rather than the 10-20 years expected duration of the reconstruction processes. 
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GLEANING INSIGHTS FROM PREVIOUS 
SHORTCOMINGS, JORDAN'S ALLIANCE HOLDS 
HOPE FOR TRIUMPH 
This comprehensive policy analysis re-examines the vital coordination roles Jordan has 
cultivated over decades actively assisting Palestinian community development needs. 
Leveraging its special rapport with Palestinians forged through intertwined family histories 
since 1948 refugee displacements plus pragmatic regional partnerships, Jordan brings 
situated governance expertise managing large-scale infrastructure projects and credible 
influence encouraging locally owned redevelopment priorities. 

Unlike rushed external “Marshall Plan” proposals detached from cultural contexts that 
repeatedly failed transforming societies in Vietnam, Afghanistan, Africa, and beyond, Jordan 
emphasizes appropriately paced investments elevating local talent and leadership modeled 
by peace exemplars like Gandhi. Specifically, the kingdom helped train over 30,000 
Palestinian security forces maintaining order in the 1990s and 2000s when optimism peaked 
supporting possible two-state compromises. Through patient upgrades modernizing 
mobility infrastructure like Gaza's disjointed districts, plus vocational education and special 
economic zones facilitating youth employment, Jordan and allies can uplift marginalized 
Gazans’ capabilities and furnish a catalytic model contrasting despairing occupation 
policies. 

REBUILDING BEGINS LISTENING TO SILENCED VOICES. 
The pages ahead analyze current humanitarian and geopolitical hurdles, explore potential 
lessons from postwar rebuilding efforts like Europe’s Marshall Plan including where transfer 
to the Middle East proves problematic, propose priority infrastructure upgrades and 
strategic economic stimulus areas that set direction, evaluate requisite diplomatic, 
financial and operational partnerships for execution, elaborate dangers of cultural 
misalignment that have doomed past schemes, spotlight unique advantages Jordan brings 
understanding sensitivities through shared identity with Palestinians, and finally synthesize 
policy recommendations into integrated framework securing sustainable improvements 
people's lives as foundation for future peacebuilding upon which Gaza’s next generation 
may someday write its destiny unencumbered by current turmoil. This roadmap channels 
proven development practices for locating dignity and shared prosperity in even the most 
challenging contexts when all stand together focused first on raising people up. 
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JORDAN’S MULTIFACETED SUPPORT FOR 
PALESTINIANS SPANNING HISTORY 
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has played an integral yet underappreciated role over 
decades actively supporting Palestinian rights and development, while also seeking 
diplomatic pathways forward amid the complex Israeli-Palestinian conflict, empowered by 
strong international relations and trust. Despite limited resources as a small state, Jordan 
leverages unique religious authority, moderate Islamic heritage, cultural bonds with 
Palestinians and pragmatic foreign policy balancing alliances to maximize its influence 
upholding stability and nurturing incremental progress. 

From King Abdullah II speeches to Jordanian soccer team holding the pictures of solidarity 
with Gaza, both Jordan's ruling royal family and average citizens from across the country 
have provided vital political, economic, and technical assistance to Palestinians through 
influential global leadership, humanitarian relief mobilizations during Gaza conflicts, and 
hosting refugees while cooperating with major UN relief agencies. Jordan has also offered 
infrastructure development administration expertise rooted in its technical competencies 
and intimate familiarity managing relationships and constraints in Gazan society to facilitate 
proposed rebuilding initiatives in partnership with invested powers. 

 

Societal Support Foundations: Refugees, Shared Identity and 
Grassroots Mobilization 
The 1948 Nakba uprooted over 700,000 Palestinian Arabs into exile as Israel declared 
statehood. Many refugees resettled in Jordan, drastically reshaping its demographics. King 
Abdullah I (the founder of the Kingdom of Jordan) rapidly granted them citizenship after 
unifying with the West Bank. This influx spawned initial social, and economic challenges as 
native Jordanians adjusted. 

Moreover, shared trauma forged deep empathy between refugees and locals as Jordanians 
mobilized grassroots solidarity efforts aiding the displaced despite minor differences. 
Families separated by borders reconnected through informal support networks. This 
humanitarianism defined Jordan’s contemporary identity offering Palestinian diaspora 
membership citizenship, economic participation, and cultural continuity. 

The longstanding kinship between Jordanians and Palestinians has generated goodwill that 
has advanced Palestinian rights and development for decades, even amidst regional unrest. 
Jordan's aid stands as a moral example and practical basis for securing future progress. 
Grassroots solidarity empowers informal relief efforts to bring medical aid across borders 
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into occupied zones for activists. This social closeness keeps Palestinian suffering at the 
forefront of Jordanian discourse, transcending changing political tides. When institutional 
assistance falls short, repeated grassroots mobilization from Jordan fills critical gaps. The 
bonds between the Jordanian and Palestinian people have resiliently sustained campaigns 
for Palestinian humanitarian relief and self-determination through both governmental and 
informal cooperative efforts over the years. 

 Despite limited resources, Jordan aided 1990s-2000s Palestinian Authority state-building efforts 
when two-state aspirations were highest before retaliation resumed (Al Husseini & Awad, 2021). 
Jordan helped develop foundational Palestinian governing bodies and commerce-enabling 
infrastructure vital amidst mobility restrictions under occupation. Drawing on oversight experience, 
Jordan could assist uniting disconnected the Islamic movement for resistance “Hamas” and The 
National Palestinian Liberation Movement “Fatah”-led territories. Progress in Palestinian politics 
and welfare requires full coalition-building (Mishal & Sela, 2000). 

Essentially, Jordan delivers indispensable economic, nationalist, and welfare support upholding 
Palestinian daily life despite external abandonment pressures on the long-struggling non-state 
people (Al-Khalidi, 2022). Motivation stems from interwoven histories and kinship transcending 
divisive geopolitics. This solidarity sees Jordan budgeting consistent Palestinian aid and sustaining 
their visibility against exclusionary policies. Though obstacles persist, Jordanian backing drives 
incremental Palestinian advancements. 

Additionally, Jordan’s royal family spearheads global advocacy for Palestinian interests – seen in 
King Abdullah II’s unifying 2002 Arab League endorsement of the Arab Peace Initiative (Jordan Times, 
2021). Queen Rania successfully released detained Palestinian activist Ahed Tamimi from Israeli 
prison in 2018 while expanding youth organizational alliances to grow awareness on occupation’s 
toll (Cole, 2022). Future president Crown Prince Alhussein aims through outreach to enable 
understanding the challenges from denying Palestinian rights and legitimacy despite limitations 
(Jordan Today, 2023). Jordan’s visible advocacy sustains focus on peaceful solutions, resisting 
dismissal of Palestinians as unworthy of dignity. 
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Upholding Palestinian Welfare Through UNRWA Backing 
Shifting focus institutionally towards the immense decades-long efforts by United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees (UNRWA) sustaining health, education 
and living supports since 1950 for millions lacking established statehood sanctuary, Jordan 
both enabling hosting nearly 40% all UNRWA-registered Palestinian refugees including ten 
large camps on its territory, and consistently furnishing critical voluntary budget financing 
as a lead donor covering approximately fifth of total global budgets sustaining operations 
benefiting Gazans (UNRWA, 2022). This enduring, generous subsidization despite Jordan’s 
comparatively meager financial means evidences both profound commitment upholding 
reasonable exiled refugee community welfare for an indefinite period with low probability of 
large-scale Palestinian refugee repatriation to lost 1948 home regions inside now vastly 
altered Israel, as well as injected stimulus impact where salaries for tens of thousands 
UNRWA professional roles like teachers and medical staff ultimately flow strengthening 
local Jordanian economies too. 

Military and Governmental Institutions Buttressing 
Palestinian Governance 
Despite limited resources, Jordan has cooperated extensively with Palestinian Authority state-
building, providing critical technical assistance and infrastructure from the 1990s-2000s when two-
state hopes were highest before despair resumed (Al Husseini & Awad, 2021). Jordan helped develop 
Palestinian self-governance capacities by training security forces securing Palestinian territories, 
while rebuilding roads and social services. Ongoing aid fills developmental gaps exacerbated by 
geographical fragmentation under occupation. Especially given land isolation and factional splits 
between Hamas-ruled Gaza and the Fatah-led West Bank, Jordan's infrastructure oversight 
experience could help reconnect severed governance. Progress improving Palestinian rights and 
welfare requires mutually bolstering coalitions summoning all available resources. 

In summary, Jordan delivers vital welfare, economic, and nationalist support upholding Palestinian 
daily life despite abandonment pressures. Motivation stems from intertwined histories beyond 
divisive geopolitics disrupting harmonious pre-1948 dynamics. This solidarity sees consistent 
Jordanian budgeting for Palestinian aid and leverage upholding their visibility against exclusionary 
indigenous rights restrictions. Equitable statehood still faces obstacles, but Jordan’s indispensable 
backing enables incremental progress against formidable headwinds. Though lacking vast 
resources itself, Jordan has marshalled capacities cooperating with Palestinian state-building 
across domains, motivated by profound kinship amid external pressures. Quiet Jordanian 
stabilization remains vital amidst uncertainty. 
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MULTILATERAL PARTNERSHIPS BALANCING 
INTERESTS AND PROVIDING ALIGNED 
RESOURCES 
Reinforced local governance capacities managing urgent rebuilding priorities respecting 
cultural values and dynamics. Prioritizing humanitarian infrastructure rehabilitation for 
hospitals, schools, drinkable water and electricity. 

Designing sustainable projects incorporating environmental considerations for long-run 
Societies mutual advancement. Applying aspects of these guidelines in locally resonant 
ways sensitive Gaza’s immense post-war challenges meaningfully differs from pushing 
grand visions detached from realities facing long suffering communities ground down after 
lifetimes obstructed pursuing dignified livelihoods and reliable services taken for granted 
elsewhere. Succeeding requires recognizing profound mistakes by earlier generations of 
external intervener assumptions about their unlimited wisdom capacity rapidly 
transforming alien cultures simply by superior omniscient technical powers absent patient 
consultation. The following policy analysis uses historical lessons and situational 
immersion to chart potential bridging pathways seeking give displaced Gazan families first 
steps reclaiming basic living standard stability and opportunities enabling productive peace 
pursuing existence. Their futures must be written primarily by themselves not foreign 
theories imposed from afar. But credible supporters provide vital sparks when darkness 
overwhelms. Now explores essentials understanding bleak starting points before restoring 
inspiring light sufficiently brightening desperate landscapes. 

POTENTIAL MODELS AND PRECEDENTS TO 
EMULATE FROM POSTWAR REBUILDING 
CAMPAIGNS 
Beyond common calls for a 'Marshall Plan' scale public works campaign adapt lessons from 
Western Europe's remarkably rapid late 1940s industrial infrastructure rehabilitation and its 
earlier critiqued weaknesses targeting Middle East conflict zones, evaluating model 
economic stimulus components from additional major reconstruction efforts following 
turmoil also offers constructive perspectives incorporating for context appropriate Gaza 
revitalization proposals respecting vastly divergent regional sociocultural dynamics 
(Eizenstat 2003). Each touches finding applicable balance mixing external resources and 
best practices with elevating local talent empowered leading localized priorities 
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A ROADMAP FOR REBUILDING GAZA WITH 
JORDANIAN PARTNERSHIPS ANCHORED IN 
HUMAN DIGNITY 
 

A Jordanian Partnership 
The devastating humanitarian catastrophe unfolding in Gaza demands urgent international 
cooperation guided by nuanced understanding of local cultural dynamics alongside proven 
development practices adapted for the region's complex needs. periodic proposals for a 
"New Marshall Plan" rebuilding Gaza lack concrete details tailoring interventions to political 
realities or fail incorporating vital perspectives from long-suffering communities ground 
down after lifetimes where conflict and barriers to mobility trap families in despair (Eldar, 
2017). Gaza needs its own homegrown redevelopment vision elevating local talent and 
anticipating obstacles external planners ignore. Success requires patiently enabling 
displaced people’s participation driving priorities, not explanations why grand schemes 
flounder. 

This comprehensive policy study re-examines potential roles Jordan might play leading 
coordinated Gaza redevelopment initiatives given its special rapport with Palestinians and 
regional partners. Threats of cultural misalignment and backlash derailing external 
schemes repeat across interventions from Vietnam to Afghanistan, necessitating 
appropriately paced designs consistently uplifting local dignity per models from peace 
exemplars like Gandhi. The pages ahead analyze current humanitarian and geopolitical 
hurdles, explore postwar rebuilding efforts like Europe’s Marshall Plan including insightful 
principles and problematic assumptions when transferred to the Middle East, propose 
priority infrastructure and strategic economic stimulus areas that set direction, evaluate 
requisite diplomatic, financial and operational partnerships for execution, elaborate 
dangers of cultural imperialism that have doomed past proposals by ignoring Palestinian 
perspectives, spotlight unique advantages Jordan brings through shared identity with 
Palestinians, and finally synthesize policy recommendations into an integrated roadmap 
securing sustainable improvements to people's lives as the essential foundation for future 
peacebuilding. This framework aims to channel proven development practices locating 
dignity and prosperity even in the most challenging contexts when all partners stand 
together focused first on lifting up oppressed people through practical action. 
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THE PEACE AGREEMENT BETWEEN JORDAN 
AND ISRAEL BENEFITING PALESTINIANS 
The historic 1994 peace treaty normalizing relations between Jordan and Israel unlocked 
vital developments assisting Palestinian national mobilization. By officially ending the 46-
year official war footing, the agreement opened pathways enabling hundreds of thousands 
of Palestinians residing in Jordan renewed opportunities visiting Jerusalem holy sites 
previously inaccessible decades. Jordan has been proving its good welling’s policies to help 
all parties to get benefits of peace as a hub of good willing. The deal also removed obstacles 
for Palestinian authorities coordinating external infrastructural investment and political 
negotiations with international partners Israel previously deterred through destabilization 
threats, notably the quadrupling international donor funds reaching Palestinians enabling 
public sector service modernizations in subsequent Oslo process euphoria. Thus, the 
forward-looking compromise reached between parties planted diplomatic seeds and 
economic incentives ultimately uplifting millions of Palestinian lives through steadfast 
Jordanian mediation bridging formally estranged sides. 

 

The Vital Role Jordan Plays Supporting Palestinians’ Interests 
Jordanian Societal Support Foundations and Informal Mobilization Networks 
Defending Palestinians 
Regarding institutionalized efforts, Jordan enables hosting nearly 40% of UNRWA-registered 
Palestinian refugees including operating ten major integrated camps and furnishing vital 
consistent UNRWA budget financing as the 2nd-4th largest donor, covering around one-fifth 
of total operations supporting food, training, and medical care since 1975 despite 
comparatively meager means. This multi-generational voluntary subsidization upholding 
hundreds of thousands of Gazans and West Bank residents shows immense commitment 
to preserving reasonable diaspora welfare enabling survival, with UNRWA directly 
supporting 5.6 million refugees including 370,000 in Jordan as of 2018 (UNRWA, 2018). 
Absent an established Palestinian state, UNRWA constitutes a government-like shadow 
structure scaffolding the lingering refugee communities. Disputes surround UNRWA’s 
vulnerabilities, with critics periodically attempting dissolving it over assimilation concerns. 
However, continuity of its safety net protections remains vital to limit further destabilization 
given baseline living conditions facing encamped Palestinians explicitly denied transitional 
options that can risk unpreferable attitudes when self-actualization opportunities are 
deprived (Betts & Collier, 2017). Jordan defends this buffer organization’s stabilizing 
purpose. 
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In essence, strong multifaceted societal and cultural aid developed early through immense 
shared trauma and displacement struggles against erasure and exile. Grassroots solidarity 
persistently fills support gaps countering policy limitations on mobility and integration for 
Palestinian refugees displaced for generations. 

Advancing Proposals to Support Gaza’s Future Rebuilding 
Require Careful Partnerships 
 

Given immense devastation to Gaza's infrastructure and economy after 17 years under 
blockade since 2006 when Hamas took governance control, well-intentioned external 
organizations aspiring to facilitate major redevelopment still must navigate exceptionally 
complex realities. These range from risks like undetonated explosives to fiercely opposing 
regional political agendas that long stalled progress resolving Gaza’s uncertain future. 
Therefore, lessons for sustainably improving living conditions start with appreciating 
obstacles scuttling conventional state-building interventions modeled on post-WWII 
American aid rebuilding Germany and Japan through unconditional surrender cooperation 
terms. 

As a former aid worker in Greece, I learned the hard way that dismissing local cultural 
perspectives and traditions while imposing external “progress” for their supposed benefit 
often backfires violently. Imposed change invites rejection - sustainable results require 
awakened cultural humility. Cautionary cases like the failures of early 2000s Iraqi 
marshland restoration initiatives demonstrate how even specialized interventions 
floundered by alienating intended beneficiaries instead of partnering ecological sciences 
fluency with local tribal residents’ knowledge (Marion, 2014). Unjustly decrying locals as 
“backwards” while asserting foreign modern practices as superior, like prohibiting 
traditional grazing vital to regional diversity, fueled a decade of community distrust toward 
outside experts. Only by amplifying excluded voices did scientists correct course. Gaza 
parallels such fraught technocratic intervention terrain, though with even higher 
humanitarian political stakes. 

In contrast, Marshall Plan architects emphasized early on that progress depended on 
Western European societies themselves taking lead directing locally tailored rebuilding 
priorities justifying incremental financial aid as milestones were verifiably met (George 
Marshall Foundation 2022). This built mutual accountability preventing squandered 
assistance. So participatory “ownership” remains equally essential for sustainable Gaza 
redevelopment despite adverse conditions. But accommodating Muslim cultural 
sensitivities resisting open praise-sharing of progress heightens the challenge. Solutions 
must uplift communal dignity, not suppress identities like forced rebuilding schemes 
attempted before. 
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Vocational Training and Employment Stimulus Programs 
Modeled on Refugee Initiatives Inside Jordan 
Gaza’s humanitarian crisis includes world-leading 60% youth unemployment shredding futures 
despite education (World Bank, 2021), which increased according to the recent war to more than 
66% as per International Labour Organization (Afifa, 2023), from a previously percentage of 50% 
(International Labor Organization, 2022), in the strip as revealed by the UN Reversing such 
hopelessness depends on supportive social infrastructure for practical job skills tightly aligned with 
construction, engineering and logistics market demand. While physical infrastructure matters, 
development research proves workers’ technical knowledge drives commerce more than roads 
alone (WEF, 2015). People lacking outlets soon grow apathetic. 

Jordan’s Syrian refugee camp experiences offer models balancing Western financing and elevating 
refugees’ responsibility for dignified self-sufficiency where possible. Inside camps like Za’atari, 
innovative Jordanian employment support programs strengthened refugees’ self-agency against 
adversity (Culbertson et al., 2016) through: 

Cash incentives attending vocational training overcoming hesitation on new skills. Motivation 
expanding versatility aligned with regional demands. 

Entrepreneurship incubators and shared maker spaces accelerating community business 
ownership and supplementary incomes. Partners enable assets. 

Blending personalized on-site apprenticeships and remote mobile network guided learning 
massively scaling expert reach into isolated zones. Video training reengages veterans needing 
income over boring lectures. 

Such programming succeeded catalyzing microenterprise inside camps, offering models to help 
socioeconomically isolated Gazan youth too. Vocational investment unlocks economic inclusion 
despite mobility restrictions (Sadek, 2017). Denied opportunity risks radicalization from frustrations 
(Abu-Irshaid, 2021). Uplifting work ethic transfers positively. 

Separately considering refugee relief efforts, Jordan’s intimate connections with Arab kinsmen 
emerged during crises like the 1948 Palestinian Nakba mass exodus when Jordan granted fleeing 
refugees citizenship (Shlaim, 1990). Despite policy limits, popular empathy persists, with groups like 
underground pharmacists and doctors evidencing capacity for checking oppression through 
voluntary mobilization. Similar solidarity could serve Gaza’s health crisis. Facilitating Jordanian 
medical units entering occupied territories would provide urgent care while energizing diaspora to 
demand international law enforcement. Essentially, vocational development and mobility relief 
uphold human security. 

Outcomes of a Jordanian Role 
Despite limitations, Jordan fulfills vital support roles uplifting Palestinian living conditions, economic 
hopes, and global visibility against external erasure efforts. Beyond official pronouncements, 
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Jordanian professional grassroots assistance persistently aids West Bank and Gaza communities 
facing occupation hardships through informal relief channels. Additionally, Jordan has marshalled 
substantial infrastructure development expertise from decades managing complex national 
engineering projects. This practical fluency offers indispensable leadership potential guiding 
international donor support towards provisionally restoring basic electricity, water, and transit 
links for isolated Gazans lacking alternatives. Though more ambitious goals stay obstructed, 
Jordanian backing sustains foundations enabling incremental progress and future 
redemption possibilities after storms pass. In essence, Jordan weaves an invisible safety net 
enabling Palestinian preservation against collapse amid immense adversity. 

Key Points: 

• Informal professional aid channels persisting across borders assist Palestinians 
facing adversity under occupation authorities. This includes underground medical 
relief from Jordanian pharmacists and doctors. 

• Jordan possesses substantial infrastructure development and project 
implementation expertise from decades managing complex national public works 
initiatives. This situated engineering fluency offers invaluable leadership 
coordinating international donor resources allocated for Gaza rebuilding. 

• Jordan continues providing vital diplomatic visibility and legal advocacy defending 
Palestinian identity rights and upholding refugee community welfare supports 
through entities like UNRWA against external political erasure efforts. 

• Though full Palestinian liberation remains distant, incremental trust-building 
community rehabilitation symbolizes hope helping traumatized families regain 
confidence the world has not totally forsaken them. Planting first seeds of progress 
takes patience awaiting unknowable future harvests. But Jordan sustains water flows 
until renewal rains come for Gazans to guide their own state reborn.  
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY FRAMEWORK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTING GAZA'S INFRASTRUCTURE 
Based on Best Frameworks for Business Continuity 
Sustainably rebuilding Gaza’s devastated electricity, water, healthcare and transit systems 
amid profound political and operational uncertainty requires instituting resilient business 
continuity management practices. Drawing upon established contingency planning 
principles (Swanson, 2010) and business continuity standards (ISO, 2019), this localized 
framework aims to enhance participatory dissemination of international donor funds by 
addressing obstacles that previously impeded externally-driven schemes detached from 
Gaza's ground realities (Eldar, 2017). The immense humanitarian challenges require 
planning that prioritizes urgent human infrastructure needs despite persisting deadlocks 
(Qudosi, 2017). Robust continuity initiatives integrating localized priorities offer a pragmatic 
pathway for populations to escape cyclic conflict traps. The framework entails: 

• Infrastructure upgrades driven by urgent humanitarian inputs from local 
stakeholders rather than external assumptions. 

• Guarantees on shelters for civilians, monitored by the UN, where new shelters can 
host enormous citizens in cases of any expected natural disasters or future wars, 

• Adaptive aid disbursement protocols are responsive to unpredictable operational 
disruptions. 

• Multilateral coordination emphasizing cultural humility and locality empowerment 
over detached outsider-led directives. 

• In essence, Gaza requires a customized business continuity plan for managing 
sustainable redevelopment that respects on-the-ground realities. 

BUSINESS IMPACT ANALYSIS & RISK 
ASSESSMENT 
The prolonged mobility restrictions and periodic wars imposed upon Gaza inherently carry 
immense risks jeopardizing essential utility services provision enabling dignified civilian 
existence. Therefore infrastructure rehabilitation continuity solutions must carefully assess 
potential threats through a collaborative Business Impact Analysis (BIA) exploration process 
engaging local administrators and communities identifying perceived greatest 
vulnerabilities from their situated perspectives, while inviting international partners supply 
facilitative threat data or analytic resources respecting needs. Key analysis dimensions 
include (NIST, 2010):  
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• Priority infrastructure categories requiring sustained operability per localized 
cultural expectations like electricity reliability enabling household refrigeration and 
lighting after chronic shortages  

• Maximum tolerable downtime durations before functionality lapses dangerously 
impact public health like lacking clean water access sparking epidemics 

• Estimated recovery time objectives and techniques assessing feasibility 
rehabilitating damaged systems like solar microgrids rapidly re-establishing 
neighborhood level power 

• Technical resources dependencies mapping whether sufficient construction 
materials, regional engineering talent and specialized equipment required achieving 
recovery time benchmarks remain procurable amid potential future conflicts 

This BIA understanding then informs comprehensive risk assessment modeling evaluating 
probabilities and impacts from an expanded set of regional threats including (ISO, 2019):    

• Escalatory warfare severing critical infrastructure economically sustaining Gazan 
families through external trade access suspension  

• Corruption siphoning imported parts or misappropriating funds enabling militant 
group weapon production   

• Environmental resource damage from improper waste management degrading 
sustainability 

• Political changes frustrating aligned development visions respecting all factions   

Participatory BIA insights manifesting citizen experiences furnish crucial risk mitigation 
priorities balancing humanitarian infrastructure investments. Now examines requisite plan 
components.   
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS, RESPONSE & 
RECOVERY TEAMS   
Given the wide array of potential disruptions confronting infrastructure rehabilitation 
initiatives in politically unstable zones like Gaza, continuity planning requires designating 
specialized teams equipped assessing damages, marshaling response resources and 
oversight accountabilities to accelerate recovery (NIST, 2010). Specific personnel roles 
include: 

• Infrastructure Assessment Crews: Engineering units cataloging physical destruction 
detailing rebuild requirements after incidents   

• Humanitarian Relief Liaisons: Key staff engaging UN & Red Cross support offset 
lifeline utilities lapses until restoration  

• Donor Relations Coordinators: Diplomatic interfaces sustaining financing 
commitments despite turmoil that often prompt funder flight   

• Financial Oversight Auditors: Fraud prevention authorities monitoring allocated 
project budgets using enhanced transparency systems further detailed 

• Local Community Representatives: Cultural navigators advising appropriate 
religious considerations respecting local moral sensibilities during rehabilitation   

Together preparedness groups integrate international capabilities shoring localized 
vulnerabilities enabling recovery through unity of purpose. Now examines tactics upholding 
financial integrity.   

INTERNATIONAL AID TRANSPARENCY & AUDIT 
CONTROLS 
Given historical issues enabling misappropriation of infrastructure inputs occasionally 
weaponized antagonizing Israeli security concerns during Gaza ceasefire periods, 
establishing multilayered transparency protections remains vital upholding international 
donor confidence and preventing recurring financial deviations (Hughlov, 1990). Tailored 
accountability measures should mandate:   

• Open Contracting Data Standards: All project bids, awards and payment invoices will 
be published machine readable formats enabling automated expenditure analysis 
detecting anomalies indicative of inflated billing or graft skimming (Open Contracting 
Partnership, 2020)  

• External Auditor Access Rights: Donor countries may independently appoint forensic 
accountancy firms assessing detailed funding flows down to line item spend 
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categorization across all contracts over 5 years durations post-completion testing 
sustainability (UNOPS, 2020) 

• Community-Based Monitoring: Local professional civil society groups trusted by all 
factions will independently survey infrastructure upgrade effectiveness and public 
satisfaction providing feedback channels flagging malfunctions or cultural 
misalignments needing adaptions (World Bank, 2020) 

• Together mutually reinforced financial transparency conditions allow overseeing 
reasonable integrity assurances collectively upholding beneficiaries communal 
interests first beyond partisan politics. Now discusses emergency operation 
protocols.   

 

INCIDENT RESPONSE & RECOVERY 
PROCEDURES 
Once disastrous events like renewed conflicts occur disrupting essential utility services for 
Gazan citizenry, prompt system restoration depends upon quick emergency assessment 
mobilization, judiciously structured communications hierarchies authorizing decisions and 
efficiently coordinated repair execution respecting humanitarian imperatives (NIST, 2010). 
To appropriately scale procedures, ISO 22301 defines three severity tiers (ISO, 2019):  

1) Moderate infrastructure disruptions degraded but not fully halting critical functions like 
partial electricity loss mitigates through automated load balancing cutoffs and backup 
generators.  

2) Major incidents hampering vital processes like severed water piping requires immediate 
disaster team mobilization and public health response units activated containing escalation 
risks   

3) Catastrophic events disabling all utility operations across regions trigger maximal-scale 
international resource, media and political interventions appealing restored access 
cessations endangering innocent society survival through cascading cutoffs   

Carefully constructed operational emergency plans instituted for each infrastructure 
upgrade project furnishes necessary scenario response details facilitating rapid 
rehabilitation even amid profoundly uncertain regional environments. Now discusses 
cultural alignment strategies.   
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LOCALIZATION & COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
STANDARDS 
The immense failures of externally envisioned infrastructure modernization schemes 
imposed upon Middle East and developing country contexts detached from native cultural 
perspectives and needs spotlights participatory localization essentials for sustainability 
(Avina, 2013). Here policy architects must meaningfully incorporate religious and tribal 
traditions like consulting village elders blessing projects symbolically before 
groundbreaking. Community training programs producing qualified local technicians 
owning maintenance practices promises continuity skills surviving longer than foreign 
contractors exiting postwar zones. Overarching plans should emphasize respectfully 
transferring infrastructure self-management responsibilities to empowered Palestinian 
management bodies through phased capacity building partnerships once initial functioning 
secured by international support. This handing-off strategy promises greater institutional 
resilience embracing opportunities where outside designs flounder locally. Now concludes 
discussing framework limitations. 

 

LIMITATIONS   
This business continuity framework offers evidence-based guidelines channeling 
infrastructure rehabilitation investments into urgent human priority areas respecting 
pacification impediments facing Gaza’s profound operational environment uncertainties. 
However plausible policy recommendations still struggle influencing real outcomes given 
the severe political deadlocks obstructing negotiated transformations of external militant 
governance. Therefore progress depends upon patient participation enabling displaced 
people themselves write communal destiny futures unencumbered by darkness still 
haunting the present. But supportive sparks ignite first steps so journeys begin. 

 

INFERENCE 
In total, today's devastated landscape demands urgent continuity planning for 
reconstructing critical infrastructure enabling temporarily lapsed living condition standards 
to avoid total society collapse. This localized framework synthesizes proven contingency 
management techniques furnishing sufficient Light navigating the complex obstacle terrain 
reformers must traverse realizing positive, sustainable change through accountability and 
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participation. Perseverance promises possibility even when daunting adversity 
overwhelms. 

ENHANCING TRANSPARENCY AND OVERSIGHT 
TO UPHOLD GAZA RECONSTRUCTION 
INTEGRITY  
Centralized Beneficiary Payment Processing via Auditable Financial Controls 
Among foremost precedents Gaza reconstruction planners might adapt from international 
non-profit operations in unstable regions, guidelines for secure fund disbursements 
ensuring traceability to designated civilian recipients offers a priority foundation against 
misdirection threats (FATF, 2013). Long favored by major agencies like the UN High 
Commission on Refugees managing support stipends aiding displaced populations in war-
torn environments, instituting robust centralized payment processing for financial aid or 
infrastructure project worker salaries furnishes built-in oversight through accountabilities 
attached to electronic transfers before converting into difficult-to-trace cash potentially 
diverted for illicit militarization purposes instead of supporting approved construction or 
training activities benefitting everyday citizens per original intentions (UNHCR, 2022).   

This centralized approach entails specific methods:     

• Validate Aid Recipient Identities Against UN Registered Beneficiary Rolls: 
Standardized biometric registration already undertaken by UNRWA and World Food 
Program in Gaza for external assistance qualification provides reliable foundation 
vetting individuals against existing databases, which builds interagency data sharing 
upgrading accuracy screening threats actors ineligible due inflammable activity 
affiliations get overlooked leveraging familial relations to project heads dispersing 
resources (WFP, 2020).  

• Deploy Escrow-Based Mobile Provisioning to Qualified Recipients: Approved 
beneficiaries then enroll through digital identity verification into custom mobile 
money accounts held transparently by third party vetted banks acting as neutral 
escrow intermediaries to furnish traceable fund access for essential localized 
purchases like food or rent (CGAP, 2020). Tying periodic stipend payments into 
custodial accounts offers multilayered accountability given UN supervision over 
enrolled recipients, auditor visibility tracking expenditures, and bank safeguards 
against unauthorized account transfers deviations from rebuilding purposes.   

• Establish Independent Reconciliation Teams Auditing Disbursed Funds: External 
specialist firms randomly sample and trace distributions verifying Swiss cheese 
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holes leakage beyond nominal expected deviations don’t indicate systematic graft or 
militarized siphoning (IMF, 2019). Adding witnessing over key transactions phases 
bolsters integrity. 

• This plan also suggests using AI-powered monitoring in compliance with all 
transparency and cyber-security requirements, such implementation will secure 
data integrity and control compliance. 

 

UNVETTED Supplier Due Diligence Standards to Combat Shell 
Company Fraud  
The immense scale of planned Gaza infrastructure rehabilitation requiring extensive 
globally sourced construction materials faces risks of leakage by unscrupulous vendors. 
Though builder selection emphasizes proper qualifications, overly focusing on lowest bid 
prices drives corner cutting undermining later safety and quality through tactics like using 
inferior parts to boost profits (Lord, 2010). Therefore, establishing contracted supplier 
integrity upfront remains vital. 

Construction industries approach this through Due Diligence vetting delving beyond 
corporate registration filings to flag hidden risks like front shell companies masking 
sanctioned radical affiliations eyeing pilferage (OECD, 2018). Tailoring established UN 
supplier conduct principles for screening Gaza vendors promises reducing threats: 

• Mandate disclosures of ultimate beneficial owners beyond listed registrations to 
pierce corporate veils hiding strawmen proprietors an extra degree (Baker & 
Baumann, 2022). 

• Cross-check disclosed owners against global terrorist lists to filter high infiltration 
risks from bids (UNSC, 2022). 

• Monitor vendor delivery gaps and inventory flows for early warning indicators of 
potential misdirection’s needing investigation (Zhu et al., 2019). 

In essence, requiring transparent vendor ownership structures, coupled with proactive 
tracking against red flags, aims to build accountability reducing threats of infrastructure 
project infiltration by dubious shell companies. Vetting and oversight matter most when 
billions in aid flows through complex supply chains. 
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Localization Consultations to Align Rebuilding Initiatives 
Respecting Cultural Values   
While transparency interventions promise stabilizing donor funded Gaza reconstruction 
against misappropriation, sustainable outcomes require cultural alignment accepting 
localized inputs shaping initiatives based on community values beyond foreigners' priorities 
lacking immersive insights. The failures of 1980s Nicaraguan USAID programs ignoring 
village perspectives eventually forced reforms consulting intended aid recipients (Miles, 
1985). Gaza deserves equivalent dignified influence. Therefore the framework requires: 

• Municipal Leadership Advisory Panels guiding project plans as regular conduits 
funneling localized feedback to preemptively avoid resentment from external goals 
alone (Leeuw & Vaessen, 2009). Such participation reduces tensions. 

• Local Staffing Requirements for implementing partners with high thresholds of 
Palestinian subcontractors and technicians promises more culturally informed 
adaptations respecting indigenous values beyond mismatched foreign paradigms 
(Kenny & Musatova, 2022). Immersive nuance prevents blind spots. 

• Regional Ombudsman Empowerment to adjudicate disputes tilted serving Western 
modernization paradigms over local rhythms, providing a rebalancing check (Al-
Husseini & Awad, 2021). Oversight enables course corrections avoiding blowback. 

This cultural realignment around localized participation and accountability carries no 
guarantees against what they claim as radicals. But amplifying Gazan voices and self-
determined needs upholds demonstrable good faith uplifting the next generation on their 
own terms. Ownership facilitates sustainment. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTING GAZA 
To anchor the analysis in established standards, foundational principles are adapted from 
the NIST 800-37 risk framework used across public and private sector enterprises (NIST, 
2018). Additionally, corruption mitigation approaches draw lessons from decades of United 
Nations development project management research spotlighting common pitfalls 
undermining aid efficacy. By synthetically tailoring these guidelines fitting the unique 
fragility context facing Gaza, the goal is outlining durable safeguards upholding 
accountability sufficiently encouraging international donor and regional partnerships, while 
maximizing localization of priorities and decision autonomy respecting Palestinian self-
determination. Now details key risks, analysis and transparency-enhancing treatments. 

Key Risks Facing Gaza Reconstruction Initiatives 
Among the manifold uncertainties challenging sustainable Gaza redevelopment spanning 
security, political, operational and environmental dimensions, corruption vulnerabilities 
require particular emphasis given historical issues occasionally enabling militant 
cooptation of imported infrastructure inputs for weaponizing purposes during ostensible 
ceasefire periods. UN studies on development project failures like analyzed by Denney & 
Mallett (2021) note how rushed unsustainable reconstruction efforts risk fueling new 
conflict cycles in fragile zones by inadvertently empowering illicit shadow war economy 
networks through misallocated contracts or supply chains leaks.  

 

While balancing infrastructure rehabilitation necessity despite uncertain militant 
disobedience to behavioral restraints requires pragmatic flexibility from partners, 
establishing multilayered transparency protections remains vital upholding accountability 
and preventing recurring misappropriations. Specific corruption risks include:      

Financial Controls Vulnerabilities:  
• Weak vendor & contract screening enables hidden militancy affiliations siphon 

materials 
• Nonexistent bid transparency or auditing overlooks inflated billing masking graft 

skims.   
• Cash and carry import schemes skip customs oversight enabling black market 

reselling losses. 
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Information Asymmetry Around Fund Allocations: 
• Opaque decision-making hides politicized awards aligned with factional partiality 

not results 
• Self-reporting without verification risks statistics fabricating exaggerating 

completion rates 
• Restricting watchdog assessments prohibits exposing implementation problems 

needing course correction 

Construction Supply Chain Leakages: 
• Uncontrolled kickback demands and shell company fraud mask systematic materials 

theft 
• Counterfeit parts usage endangers infrastructure safety standards after buildings 

finished 

By cataloging exposures across funding flows, health constructs accumulates information 
controls mitigating risks at granular level. Next evaluates their likelihoods seeing patterns. 

Evaluating Corruption Risk Likelihoods Along Grant Lifecycles   
Drawing upon forensic accounting research on fraud vectors analyzed by Rodriguez et al. 
(2022), reliable models highlight corruption opportunities concentrate disproportionately 
during certain transactional phases despite controls assumed vigilant uniformly always. 
Mapping recognized risk points against typical humanitarian aid or infrastructure 
development grant funding flows for Gaza reveals probabilistic priorities assisting mitigation 
planning: 

• Grant Request Stage: Inflated budgets for relative infrastructure complexity/scope 
characteristics; Special interest exclusion restricting competitive bid terms 

• Evaluation & Contacting Stage: Technical scoring manipulation advantaging chosen 
vendors despite higher expense or compliance gaps 

• Performance & Payment Stage: Invoice padding and shell company fraud enabling 
inflated revenues; Ghost vendor schemes stealing salaries for fake employees    

• Auditing & Reporting Stage: Obstructing third party evaluators verifying project 
completion/quality through intimidation or restriction excuses   

Applying ` appreciating higher vulnerability moments better targets transparency 
interventions efficaciously than broad overarching policies indifferently uniform. This lens 
acknowledges some phases remain more fragile guarding based on cultural financial 
norms. Focus uplifts weakest foundations.   
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UN ANTI-CORRUPTION TACTICS TAILORABLE 
TOWARDS GAZA RISK CONTEXT 
While importing foreign aid governance models risks rejection lacking perceived legitimacy 
or alliance with local tribal values, Hamas authorities overseeing Gaza notably endorsed key 
UN prosecutorial recommendations combatting systematic abuses from a 2004 DPKO 
report affirming shared duties upholding public trust. This rhetorical alignment accepting 
certain global administrative norms enables viable policy transfers implementing nuanced 
localized adaptations suitable for preserving reconstruction funding efficacies per Gaza’s 
uncertain environment.  

UV research on pragmatic guidance avoiding aid project pitfalls provides useful starting 
catalog to tailor fitting this context (Patrick, 2022): 

• Participatory Needs Consultation: Enhance localized community priority input and 
satisfaction monitoring lacking in past security agenda-dominated efforts. Gives 
people ownership flagging problems. 

• Multiparty MOUs: Solidify shared post-completion infrastructure integrity duties 
subject to UN sanctioning across factions before contracts, extending compliance 
verification post-construction. 

• Import Certification Registration: Mandate licensing disclosing vendor ownership 
structures plus random shipping route inspections to reduce shell company and 
black-market risks. 

• Open Contracting Data Standards: Modernize rigid Gaza redevelopment bidding by 
publishing machine readable awarded proposal information online enabling 
automated outlier fraud detection through benchmarked analysis. Wider 
transparency uplifts accountability. 

• In essence, sustainable infrastructure rebuilding requires meaningful improvements 
across participatory locality consultation, multiparty accountability mechanisms, 
supply chain visibility standardization, and e-governance contracting transparency. 

This tailored application of UN endorsed methodologies balancing localized development 
leadership inputs with targeted transparency interventions promises optimizing 
redevelopment grant efficacy upholding reasonable gatekeeping. No one size fits all. Now 
examines requisite diplomatic capabilities enabling this. 
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VITAL JORDANIAN DIPLOMATIC LEADERSHIP 
SUPPORTING ANTI-CORRUPTION 
REDEVELOPMENT       
Realizing the immense difficulties facing any external Gaza reconstruction given the 
complex human landscape, hybridized implementation blending international development 
proficiencies with Jordan's essential localized diplomatic expertise promises the most 
viable pathway upholding fiscal accountability amid uncertainties. Specifically, Jordan 
brings several crucial competencies (Sadek, 2022): 

• Decades of cultural fluency gained through administering 10 Palestinian refugee 
camps respecting UNRWA constraints reliably rallied grassroots efforts absent 
reliance on disconnected global institutions. Such experiential insights accelerate 
appropriate interventions. 

• Infrastructure project oversight accumulated through national upgrades promises 
effective alignment of local contractor capabilities tailored for regional conditions 
implementing planned renewable microgrid, water desalination or rehabilitation 
initiatives. Credibility attracts funders. 

• Royalty-connected diplomatic leverage uniquely able to bridge diverse interests from 
Israeli security figures and Hamas leaders to Palestinian technocrats and Arab 
League partners representing skeptical Western donors. This arbiter positioning 
opens doors. 

In essence, blending Jordan’s situated development fluency and convening legitimacy 
offers indispensable advantages coordinating sustainable Gaza reconstruction equitably 
and accountably given the territory’s fraught landscape. 

CONCLUSION OF THE PLAN 
In summary, viable reconstruction planning in devastated regions demands localized 
adaptations target fitting transparency controls along funding flows given financial leakage 
opportunities concentrate around known phases of heightened graft vulnerability. Gaza’s 
uncertain operational environment requires such prudent evidence-based safeguards 
against misappropriation risks to encourage prudent international donor budget 
commitments. Hence by applying established UN development project anti-corruption 
toolkits customized addressing salient risks mapped across the grant process lifecycle, 
coupled with Jordan’s specialized oversight competencies managing local relationships 
and engineering implementation, external infrastructure rehabilitation support promises 
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marrying global expertise respecting self-determined community needs and ushering 
stability where turmoil reigned. Although risks persist indefinitely, participatory progress 
empowering people promises only a pathway to escape the past. 

The shrinking of expected budgets, success guarantees, and limiting duration of 
reconstruction are the major expected added values of this study. 

This study will be open for feedback from experts, professionals and will include more 
information regarding recycling the war destructed materials, green energy initiatives, and 
enhanced social work covering disabled and special needs Gazans, in addition to any 
feedback that will help the Gazans to live the life they deserve as humans, and as a part of 
the international community without any discrimination. 

For any feedback or suggestions regarding this study, kindly refer to https://cultures-
bridge.com/cb/ 

 

 

-End of Study- 

All rights reserved, Cultures Bridge, Amman, 
Jordan, January20th 2024 
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APPENDIX I: RECONSTRUCTING GAZA: AN AI-
CENTERED ROADMAP FOR ACCOUNTABILITY & 
PARTICIPATION  

INTRODUCTION 
The unprecedented devastation decimating Gaza’s infrastructure and economic livelihoods 
demands urgent redevelopment supported by targeted technological augmentations like 
artificial intelligence that demonstrably enhance accountability, coordination, and 
outcomes when thoughtfully incorporated respecting cultural contexts. Past external state-
led “Marshall Plan” styled proposals lacked appropriately paced participatory tailoring 
aligned with complex localized obstacles that impeded humanitarian progress for decades 
(Hilal, 2010). Success follows from uplifting displaced people’s priorities beyond 
explanations why grand visions flounder detached ground truth realities facing long 
oppressed communities (Baconi, 2018). Through sustained investments secured by AI 
integrity controls enabling reliable solar electricity access, desalinated clean tap water, 
vocational mobility and special export zones incentivizing trades, Jordan combines situated 
cultural fluency and infrastructure development expertise representing an 
underappreciated partnership opportunity towards thoughtfully coordinated Gaza 
rehabilitation initiatives designed consultatively to align with youths’ expectations seeking 
escape from despairing conflict cycles haunting generations. Hence progress lies in 
interdependent global supporters first listening then providing resources on terms people 
identify best serves restoring basic dignity enabling families lead lives beyond destitution. 
Advanced AI innovations appropriately elevating participatory human values, rights and 
oversight promises optimizing outcomes by upholding financial transparency while 
accelerating education and economic inclusion. This analysis examines multipronged 
recommendations structuring planned rebuilding ventures around core AI capabilities 
fitting this complex environment.   

 

Leveraging Jordan’s Longstanding Yet Underappreciated Palestinian 
Refugee Aid Commitments 
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LEVERAGING AI SUPPORT FOR PRIORITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING, 
IMPLEMENTATION & ACCOUNTABILITY 
Decentralized Renewable Electricity Grids with AI-Managed Battery 
Storage   

Given Gaza’s profound electricity deficits and grid vulnerability risks from depending few 
centralized generation plants easily sabotaged undermining entire networks, decentralized 
renewable solar energy investments adopting German’s distributed rooftop panel models 
paired local smart battery storage banks offer greater resiliency avoiding repeat past 
blackout failures (Alyahya, 2018). Here United Nations environmental program partners can 
launch initial funding matched by Jordanian sustainable energy utilities design expertise 
guiding local contractors fulfilling phased solar panel installations area by area until entire 
households gain basic lighting and device charging. This solar upgrading approach managed 
by artificial intelligence promises empowering neighborhoods incrementally uplift 
themselves aided expanded distributed clean electricity access instead top-down 
centralized electrification schemes external organizations controlled past (Pazheri et al, 
2022). Over months specialized local competencies get seeded transferring best practice 
knowledge enabling smooth transitions avoiding aid dependent relationships or sudden 
technical skill flight witnessed international contractors withdraw postwar zones 
abandoning infrastructure operation continuity needs as occurred Afghanistan, Iraq and 
Libya devastating fragile healthcare and telecoms modernization investments absent 
trained local maintainers and affordable parts sourcing (Arenas & Hindle, 2022). AI-
managed decentralized solar storage solutions promise greater infrastructure self-directed 
governance resilience no outsiders may shutdown from afar. 

 

AI-SUPPORTED MOBILE DESALINATION 
ENABLING CLEAN WATER SECURITY & HEALTH   
Similar localization principles emphasizing durable maintenance skills development should 
guide Gaza pilot projects using AI-managed mobile desalination to provide secure 
household water access, overdependent on vulnerable contaminated aquifers. Drawing on 
expertise running small island utilities, Indonesian maritime engineers can train staff on 
appropriately scaled seawater filtration leveraging planned solar microgrids overcoming 
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unreliable power (Qarqaz et al, 2020). Jordan’s water ministry provides adaptable regional 
best practices aligning capabilities with cultural preferences on taste, mineralization and 
religiously sensitive byproduct disposal. Deep learning optimally forecasts flows for 
production rates as populations return. Automated monitoring analytics with blockchain 
verification ensure strict purification benchmarks building trust in new sources after chronic 
shortages, consultatively partnering appointed Hamas utilities management for perceived 
legitimacy guarantees sustaining post-exit (Baconi, 2018). 

All share interests mitigating infectious diseases from broken sewage polluting aquifers 
endangering children. Iterative multivariate employment projection tools for key trades like 
pipe maintenance crews or mobile plant operations allows better aligning strained 
education budgets to enhance careers over mismatched fantasies. Upholding dignity 
promises sustaining outcomes elevating complex community capabilities beyond 
superficial facade projects erected detached from ground truths by ignorant outsiders soon 
witnessing hidden trauma decades of oppression inflicted, displacing generations into 
exiles, war and near unimaginable despair (Gunning 2009). Even authorities recognize clean 
water represents civilizational baseline for functional governance expectations. 

In conclusion, AI-supported mobile desalination pilots rooted in local skills development 
and oversight can provide Gaza with secure household water access, leveraging reliable 
solar power and optimized production for returning populations. Water ministry and 
engineering experts should consultatively partner appointed Hamas utilities management 
to align cultural preferences and sustainably build health trust in new purified sources. 
Multivariate employment projections also allow education alignment to trades that enhance 
post-conflict reconstruction. Fundamentally, dignified community participation promises 
viable outcomes elevating local capabilities beyond detached facade projects unable to 
address decades of trauma. Water access represents a civilizational baseline for functional 
governance. 

LEVERAGING AI-MANAGED SPECIAL 
ENTERPRISE ZONES TARGETING YOUTH 
UNEMPLOYMENT   
 

Gaza’s profound youth unemployment rate reached about 64% during the fourth quarter of 
2022." (OCHA, 2023). Here tailored special economic zones modeled successfully 
catalyzing China's explosive manufacturing rise last generation from initial city experiments 
like Shenzhen offer salient templates (Levitt 2017). By politically negotiating needed 
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compromises incentivizing trades enabling strictly controlled import-export subsidy 
schemes that temporarily guarantee new Gazan manufacturing ventures’ initial 2-3 years 
survival until regional market access expands, external stakeholders can reinforce 
domestic stability empowering internationally accepted partners (Hroub 2012). Medical 
equipment, agro processing and sustainable construction materials represent prospective 
sectors. Digital customs administration backed by shipping container tracking and 
automated invoice reconciliation can mitigate graft vulnerabilities from transnational 
subsidy flows. Free trade zone administrative exemptions allowing machinery imports or 
adding provisions granting emerging enterprises special considerations accessing 
specialized raw materials plausibly convinces some Hamas technocratic figures 
appreciating alternative localized development pathways reducing external dependency. 
Partners must proactively finance associated vocational focused education programs and 
digitally augmented job matching platforms enabling isolated young Gazans touch 
entrepreneurship or quality apprenticeship opportunities too often out reach conflict zones. 
Specialist consulting assisting setup modern customs oversight procedures improves 
zoning investment attraction. Agricultural commodity future projection models using 
satellite imagery and machine learning estimate likely crop yields years ahead helping 
farmers make informed planting decisions even despite climate uncertainty. Again 
participatory development building future domestic markets depends first on laying 
supportive foundations infrastructure, knowledge diffusion and startup funding access 
driving commerce expansion - not speculative property developments piled atop roads 
hoping external capital arrives eventually (WEF 2021). Now examines immense coordination 
challenges aligning proposed rehabilitation given region’s complex politics.   

 

OPERATIONAL COORDINATION OBSTACLES 
REQUIRE AI-SUPPORTED COMMUNICATIONS 
 

Well intentioned external governmental or international institutions like United Nations 
agencies aspiring facilitating immense Gaza infrastructure and economic redevelopment 
needs still confront profoundly complex operational obstacles ranging from physical 
undetonated ordnance risks to regionally entangled donor funding politics stirred fierce 
oppositional lobbying as American and European budgets shifted away mid 2000s due 
ongoing turmoil absent visible progress (Byrne 2002). Therefore learning from Iraq ecological 
revitalization project failures alienating intended marsh tribes by forcibly modernizing 
traditional sustainable fertilization grazing practices shows risks ignoring nuanced cultural 
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dynamics without consultation (Hassan 2022). Locals witnessed insensitive external 
experts wrongly declaring proven practices ‘backwards’ while arrogantly enforcing 
mismatched foreign environment management paradigms that steadily damaged millennia 
old ecosystem balancing downstream until better scientific understanding how animal 
waste fertilization and natural floods supported biodiversity finally emerged. Gaza 
redevelopment initiatives must avoid similar blind technocratic determinations detached 
lived realities especially after immense displacement trauma struggle survival persisting 
generations. 

  

In contrast Marshall Planners underscored participatory consultation enabling European 
priority requests shape tailored financial aid allocations respecting self-identified rebuilding 
needs incrementally (Eizenstat et al 2005). Gaza today deserves equivalent flexibility 
positioning localized cultural voices determining optimal redevelopment roadmaps 
specifics incorporating religious priorities, tribal governance rhythms and geographic 
constraints familiar foreign scheme designers. Imposed solutions risk inflaming violent 
rejection while collaborative policies uplifting dignity may plant seeds interdependence. 
Here AI translation chatbots promise effectively assisting multilanguage communications 
bridging obstacles that previously delayed coordination progress decades past (Hassan 
2022). Automated scheduling assistance juggles the immensity of daily logistics mobility 
tracking thousands of machinery deliveries, construction teams and supply transactions 
across secured rebuilding sites minimizing bottlenecks or social distancing noncompliance 
stalling urgent restoration goals. Inventory blockchain ledgers foster end-to-end 
transparency verifying shipment flows tamperproof. AI promises closing information gaps 
undermining past coalitions. But success depends on hybridizing global expertise 
respecting local participation. Now details leadership requirements.   

LEVERAGING JORDAN’S UNIQUE DIPLOMATIC 
LEADERSHIP ON PATHWAYS REDEVELOPING 
GAZA WITH AI ENHANCEMENTS  
The devastating physical and economic impacts continuously depriving Gaza’s populace of 
basic functioning infrastructure like reliable electricity or clean water compounded by an 
utter absence of dignified careers enabling even modest prosperity now spawns third 
generational youth cohort facing 60% joblessness amid bleak conflict rubbed 
neighborhoods who understandably question whether a functional peaceful future remains 
imaginable for themselves or descendants absent other unhopeful approaches than past 
failed decades evidenced. While even substantially more massive financial investments 
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inevitable required here cannot alone resolve the profound political deadlocks nor restore 
traumatized trust healing deep cultural wounds wars keep inflicting through horrific cyclical 
violence, cautious incorporation appropriate technological interventions carefully 
respecting situated cultural realities facing distressed communities offers potential 
improving accountability, coordination, economic mobility and participatory oversight 
monitoring donor funded rebuilding projects compared status quo foreign led approaches 
that repeatedly stumbled. As a viable regional partner, Jordan uniquely fuses situated 
cultural fluency with Palestinians earned through decades directly assisting hundreds of 
thousands of refugees displaced by earlier Mideast wars paired with critical infrastructure 
project implementation competencies running analogous national sustainable energy and 
water conservation upgrades for its own resource scarce desert climate conditions 
comparable Gaza faces. These hybridized strengths lend unusual authority credibly 
mediating interests across Israeli security figures, with factional technocrats controlling 
internal essential utilities services in Gaza itself, which enables the western countries to 
support humanitarian missions with no political constrains. This multidimensional arbiter 
role promises reconciling adequate global donor administrative transparency standards for 
major infrastructure upgrades with localized participatory decision autonomy dignity 
respecting Palestinian self-directed redevelopment aspirations frequently disregarded past 
external interventions (Baconi 2018). When reinforced by AI-powered coordination 
assistants detailed earlier, Jordan furnishes an indispensable bridging partner making 
tangible living condition progress possible that other external options lack alone. 

LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES 
INCORPORATING AI TECHNOLOGIES 
This exploratory analysis aims offering constructive technologically augmented pathways 
aligning international development finance and expertise into patient, culturally aligned 
ventures enabling long marginalized people gain supported tools incrementally uplift 
themselves from within thereby escaping open-ended conflict traps imposed from without. 
However, thoughtful consultation around AI adoption remains no panacea automatically 
resolving the profound deadlocks frustrating Israeli-Palestinian peace nor miraculously 
restores traumatized trust between warring factions healing decades of cultural wounds 
repeatedly inflicted through horrific organized cyclical violence targeting civilians. And 
downside risks incorporate dependencies on software systems with unavailable developers 
introducing fragility from sudden maintenance failures or crashes, thus requiring ongoing 
sustainable skills cultivation. But participatory designing appropriate technological 
interventions embracing and elevating displaced families’ inherent dignity promises 
improved accountability, coordination, economic mobility and decentralized progress 
monitoring on donor funded rebuilding projects compared status quo foreign led 
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approaches that repeatedly stumbled. If focused first upholding basic humanitarian needs 
prioritizing accessible clean water, reliable electricity for households, and realistic 
vocational mobility enabling underemployed ambitious youth gain work with purpose, 
cautious AI incorporation supporting Gazan self-administration holds wide potential 
enabling reframing possible pathways escape debilitating conflict cycles into shared 
futures where community security stays governed internally not imposed externals. Therein 
lies deep resilience. Our shared humanity demands supporting such liberations. Now 
details proposal recommendations incorporating these insights. 

 

AI-SUPPORTED REDEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

In conclusion, today's devastated Gazan landscape demands reframing rebuilding 
discourses as marshalling maximum humanitarian dignity improvements for long deprived 
residents incrementally enabled through verified participatory oversight protections over 
externally resourced infrastructure upgrades. Advanced computing technologies like 
carefully bounded artificial intelligence solutions promise assisting navigating undoubtedly 
ongoing profound complexities by filling gaps global partners cannot achieve alone lacking 
cultural immersion. Specifically AI's analytical prowess supports optimizing scarce 
rebuilding budgets through automated rapid damage assessments, advanced renewable 
energy microgrid modeling, machine learning informed education customization targeting 
skill gaps impeding careers, automated aid resources tracking upholds financial 
transparency mitigating risks squandering and carefully designed chatbots bridges 
linguistic divisions complicating diplomatic coordination hurdles. Thus human centered AI 
adoption securing distributed accountability enables transcending limitations facing 
foreign technocrats detached ground truth constraints. Though even best case technology 
facilitated improvements unlikely resolve core political obstacles obstructing 
comprehensive conflict resolution indefinitely, participatory progress securing reliable 
electricity, purified water and supervised export zone trades may lay foundations reducing 
youth drivers from sheer lack alternatives achieving dignity families require day to day. Our 
shared humanity obliges persisting the long journey. 
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AI Based Phased Implementation Management 
• AI-Rollout projects in waves beginning with renewable electricity microgrids and 

mobile water desalination plants 
• Jordan & partners provide AI-based engineering, administrative leadership 

empowering Palestinian crews 
• Institute community-based AI-monitoring mechanisms to continually identify issues 

and improvements 

Technical Transfer & Phase Out 
• Upon infrastructure meeting quality benchmarks, begin transferring oversight and 

maintenance administration fully to local utilities/agencies 
• Align international commitments supporting ongoing costs pending future 

Palestinian government budget ownership 
• Jordan remains coordinating with powers involved to uphold stability as arbiter 

This sequenced yet adaptive approach promises realizing tangible upgrades by mobilizing 
Jordan’s unique competencies respected by regional powers necessary navigating 
immense uncertainties ahead. Now details an action plan executing the roadmap. 
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APPENDIX II: ACTION PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING 
GAZA RECONSTRUCTION ROADMAP 
 

The action plan to implement the Gaza reconstruction roadmap requires specific tasks 
across departments and milestones marking demonstrable progress over 12–18-month 
timeframe: 

Assessment & Consultation (Months 1-3) 
• Deploy infrastructure assessment crews on 2-week expeditions cataloging damage 

data 
• Launch online portal and hold 20-30 community consultation townhalls funneling 

priority requests (number of candidates can be changed according to surveillance 
and early on ground assessments). 

• Hire Palestinian civil engineering firm to compile master requirements list. 

 

Partnership Development (Months 3-6) 
• Convene principal donor conference in Jordan on months 4-5 
• Secure $300 million initial aid commitments & sign MOU by end of month 6 
• Appoint joint financial oversight board by month 5 

 

Project Planning & Prep (Months 6-9) 
• Separate master requirements list into 16 community grid upgrade packages with 

specs. 
• Finalize project staffing plan reserving at least 60% Palestinian hires across key roles. 
• Establish payment, customs, audit administration systems upgrade infrastructure 

by month 9. 

 

Phased Implementation Management (Months 9-18) 
• Activate first 4 grid upgrade packages in North Gaza region on month 10 
• Scale implementation in waves of additional community packages each 2 months 
• Continually consult local team flagging issues, adapt design per feedbacks 

Technical Transfer & Phase Out (Months 15-18) 
• Start transfer workshops month 15 to align maintenance with utilities authorities 
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• Setup online dashboard performance tracking metrics self-monitored locally 
• Keep limited Jordanian coordinating oversight presence only upholding stability. 

This sequenced roadmap and detailed action plan offers structured guidance delivering 
near-term livelihood improvements on pace enabling sustainable handoff to Palestinian 
leadership in coordination with Jordanian partners respecting cultural wisdom and self-
determination. Patience promises progress uplifting human dignity. 

Reconstruction duration and budgets described in the previous sections will be enhanced 
after the last phase up. 

CONCLUSION 
The devastating humanitarian and infrastructural crises in Gaza demand urgent action, but 
sustainable progress requires navigating profound geopolitical obstacles and respecting 
local cultural perspectives. Past externally imposed "Marshall Plan" visions lacking 
participatory grounding repeatedly failed transforming similarly complex societies. By 
learning from such mistakes and elevating displaced Gazan families themselves to lead 
redevelopment priorities per peace exemplars like Gandhi, modest gains become 
achievable. 

Specifically, Jordan brings underappreciated strengths - situated cultural fluency with 
Palestinians forged through intertwined family histories and trauma, vital diplomatic 
leverage, and infrastructure development expertise - making it an indispensable partner 
coordinating incremental upgrades upholding human dignity. Through phased renewable 
electricity access, mobile water desalination, and special economic zones enabling youth 
trades, people-centered investments secured by accountability protections can uplift Gaza 
from despair. 

Progress follows from interdependent global supporters first listening to silenced voices, 
then supplying resources on local terms so citizens write futures unencumbered by 
darkness still haunting from the past. Though immense uncertainty persists, appropriately 
paced actions focused on lifting up oppressed communities plant seeds of shared 
prosperity in even the most challenging contexts when partners stand united. Our collective 
humanity obliges persisting despite risks to support such liberations. Rebuilding begins by 
lifting a single soul. 
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